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of the hexagonal lattice coincide. The wrapping vector C, which
defines the relative location of the two sites, is specified by a pair of
integers (n,m) that relate C to the two unit vectors a1 and a2
(C ¼ na1 þ ma2 ). A tube is called ‘armchair’ if n equals m, and
‘zigzag’ in the case m ¼ 0. All other tubes are of the ‘chiral’ type and
have a finite wrapping angle f with 08 , f , 308 (ref. 13). To be
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Carbon nanotubes can be thought of as graphitic sheets with a
hexagonal lattice that have been wrapped up into a seamless
cylinder. Since their discovery in 19911, the peculiar electronic
properties of these structures have attracted much attention.
Their electronic conductivity, for example, has been predicted2–4
to depend sensitively on tube diameter and wrapping angle (a
measure of the helicity of the tube lattice), with only slight
differences in these parameters causing a shift from a metallic
to a semiconducting state. In other words, similarly shaped
molecules consisting of only one element (carbon) may have
very different electronic behaviour. Although the electronic properties of multi-walled and single-walled nanotubes5–12 have been
probed experimentally, it has not yet been possible to relate these
observations to the corresponding structure. Here we present the
results of scanning tunnelling microscopy and spectroscopy on
individual single-walled nanotubes from which atomically
resolved images allow us to examine electronic properties as
a function of tube diameter and wrapping angle. We observe
both metallic and semiconducting carbon nanotubes and find
that the electronic properties indeed depend sensitively on
the wrapping angle. The bandgaps of both tube types are consistent with theoretical predictions. We also observe van Hove
singularities at the onset of one-dimensional energy bands, confirming the strongly one-dimensional nature of conduction
within nanotubes.
As shown in Fig. 1A, a carbon nanotube can be constructed by
wrapping up a single sheet of graphite such that two equivalent sites
NATURE | VOL 391 | 1 JANUARY 1998

Figure 1 Relation between the hexagonal carbon lattice and the chirality of
carbon nanotubes. A, the construction of a carbon nanotube from a single
graphene sheet. By rolling up the sheet along the wrapping vector C, that is, such
that the origin (0,0) coincides with point C, a nanotube indicated by indices (11,7) is
formed. Wrapping vectors along the dotted lines lead to tubes that are zigzag or
armchair. All other wrapping angles lead to chiral tubes whose wrapping angle is
specified relative to either the zigzag direction (v) or to the armchair direction
(f ¼ 308 2 v). Dashed lines are perpendicular to C and run in the direction of the
tube axis indicated by vector T. The solid vector H is perpendicular to the
armchair direction and specifies the direction of nearest-neighbour hexagon
rows indicated by the black dots. The angle between Tand H is the chiral angle f.
B, Atomically resolved STM images of individual single-walled carbon nanotubes.
The lattice on the surface of the cylinders allows a clear identification of the tube
chirality. Dashed arrows represent the tube axis T and the solid arrows indicate
the direction of nearest-neighbour hexagon rows H. Tubes no. 10, 11 and 1 are
chiral, whereas tubes no. 7 and 8 have a zigzag and armchair structure,
respectively. Tube no. 10 has a chiral angle f ¼ 78 and a diameter d ¼ 1:3 nm,
which corresponds to the (11,7) type of panel A. A hexagonal lattice is plotted on
top of image no. 8 to clarify the non-chiral armchair structure. Carbon nanotubes
were synthesized as described in ref. 14. TEM studies14 have shown that the
material consists mainly of ,1.4-nm-thick single-walled nanotubes. These were
deposited from a dispersion in 1,2 dichloroethane on single-crystalline Au(111)
facets. Topographic images were obtained by recording the tip height at constant
tunnel current in a home-built STM25 operated at 4 K. The Pt/Ir tips were cut in
ambient air by scissors. Typical bias parameters are those of image no.10, that is,
a tunnel current I ¼ 60 pA, and a bias voltage V bias ¼ 500 mV.
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able to correlate the electronic properties of a tube with its atomic
structure, atomically resolved images are required. In Fig. 1B we
show examples of such scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)
images of single-wall carbon nanotubes. (The chiral angle f ¼ 78,
and diameter d ¼ 1:3 nm of tube no. 10 correspond to vector
C ¼ ð11; 7Þ in the top panel of Fig. 1.)
The critical dependence of the electronic spectra of nanotubes on
the tube indices (n, m) can be understood by again taking the twodimensional graphene sheet as a starting point. In the circumferential direction (along C), periodic boundary conditions apply, that
is, C⋅k ¼ 2pq (ref. 13), where k is the wavevector and q is an integer.
This leads to a set of allowed values for k which can be substituted
into the energy dispersion relation for a graphene sheet to yield the
dispersion relations for the tube, with q labelling the various onedimensional modes. Calculations13 predict that armchair (n ¼ m)
tubes have bands crossing the Fermi level and are therefore metallic.
For all other tubes (chiral and zigzag) there exist two possibilities.
When n 2 m ¼ 3l (where l is an integer), tubes are also expected to

be metallic. In the case n 2 m Þ 3l, tubes are predicted to be
semiconducting with an energy gap of the order of ,0.5 eV. This
gap should only depend on the diameter, that is, E gap ¼ 2g0 aC–C =d,
where g0 is the C–C tight-binding overlap energy, aC–C the nearestneighbour C–C distance (0.142 nm) and d the diameter.
Atomic resolution was achieved on more than 20 tubes, corresponding to ,80% of the tubes investigated. In most cases only a
few rows of atoms on top of the tube could be imaged. Very few
armchair tubes were observed, which is in apparent contrast with
earlier investigations on the same type of material14,15. However,
unlike these earlier experiments we have concentrated on individual
tubes, and have neglected the ropes of tubes.
Figure 1B shows atomically resolved STM images on five different
tubes. The most prominent feature is the triangular lattice of dark
dots with a lattice spacing of ,0.25 nm, as expected for a graphene
lattice. We attribute the dark dots to the centres of the hexagons16.
The atomic resolution images allow us unambiguously to determine
the chiral angle, that is, the angle between the hexagon rows and the

Table 1 Overview of the experimental STM and STS results on individual single-walled carbon nanotubes
Tube number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

16

6

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Chiral angle f (deg) 25

4

7

24

9

14

30

0

1.4

2.0

1.2

1.7

1.3

1.1

1.3

7

14

1.3

1.3

7

16

1.5

1.5

1.4

4

9

1.4

1.4

29

16

18

9

7

28

27

6

1.3

1.9

1.0

1.4

1.5

1.7

1.4

1.4

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Diameter d (nm)

1.4

1.3

1.4

1.2 1.3

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Egap (eV)

0.55 0.60 0.50 0.65

1.7

1.8

1.9

0.65

1.8

2.0

1.9

dE (eV)

0.25 0.3 0.25 0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.30

0.3

0.4

0.3 0.30 0.2 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.2

0.60 0.5 0.55 0.60 0.60 0.5

0.4

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

−0.2*

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Here d is the nanotube diameter; f is the chiral angle; Egap is the apparent bandgap in the STS I–V spectra and dE is the shift of the Fermi energy due to doping of the tube by the substrate.
Note that a chiral angle of 08 denotes an armchair nanotube, and an angle of 308 a zigzag tube. The flat Au surface allowed the diameter d of the nanotubes to be determined with an accuracy
of 0.1 nm by measuring the tube heights relative to the surface. A possible systematic uncertainty in determining the diameter is due to a difference in barrier heights for the gold substrate and
the tubes. The wrapping angle f can be determined with an accuracy of ,18. Accuracy in f is limited by the curvature of the tubes. A combination of high accuracy in both f (,18) and d
(,0.05 nm) is required for an unambiguous identification of the n, m indices. Accuracy in Egap and dE is 0.05–0.1 eV.
* For this sample we observed a shift in the Fermi energy towards the conduction band, instead of a shift towards the valence band as observed in the other samples. We speculate that the
gold substrate for this sample may have had an anomalously low work function.

Figure 2 Electronic properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes. a, Current–
voltage curves obtained by tunnelling spectroscopy on various individual
nanotubes. Tubes nos 1–6 are chiral, no. 7 is zigzag and no. 8 is armchair. The
bias voltage is applied to the sample, which means that the sign of Vbias
corresponds to that of the energy relative to the tube Fermi level. Curves nos 1–7
show a low conductance at low bias, followed by several kinks at larger bias
voltages. The armchair tube does not show clear kinks in the range −1 to þ1 V. b,
The derivatives dI/dV. For clarity, curves are offset vertically by multiples of
0.4 nA V−1. Gaps are indicated by the arrows. Two categories can be distinguished: one with gap values around 0.5–0.6 eV, the other with significantly larger
gap values. The first category of tubes is identified as the semiconducting type,
the second as metallic tubes. About 12 out of 18 tubes were semiconducting, in
accordance with the expected ratio of 2 out of 3. We note that these tubes,
besides the primary gaps, also show peaks associated with secondary and
higher-order gaps. For the secondary gaps we find: 1.4 eV (no. 1), 1.1 eV (no. 2),
1.2 eV (no. 3), 1.4 eV (no. 4). All gaps seem to have shifted to the right, which
indicates doping of the tubes by the substrate. We refrain from concluding a zero
or finite DOS from the value of dI/dV in the gap. Possible mechanisms for a small
finite dI/dV within the semiconducting gap are, for example, tip-induced band
bending or residual tunnelling through the tube to the gold substrate. The doping
behaviour, however, indicates a finite DOS for metallic tubes, and a zero DOS for
semiconducting tubes. The small dips in dI/dV at zero bias present in some of the
curves are not yet understood. The displayed dI/dV data are the result of
averaging over ,50 individual I–V curves for improved signal-to-noise ratio. The
individual curves all contain the same essential features. c, Energy gap Egap
versus diameter d for semiconducting chiral tubes. The data points correspond
quite well to the theoretical predicted values. The solid line denotes a fit of
Egap ¼ 2g0 aC–C =d with g0 ¼ 2:7 eV. Tunnel currents I as a function of the bias
voltage V applied to the sample were recorded with a home-built STM (ref. 25)
while scanning and feedback were switched off. The Pt/Ir tips were cut in ambient
air by scissors.
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tube axis. This enables us to distinguish chiral tubes (such as shown
in images nos 1, 10 and 11 in Fig. 1B) from zigzag (no. 7) and
armchair (no. 8) tubes. A wide variety of chiral angles is observed
(see Table 1), in contrast to earlier electron-diffraction studies on
ropes of single-walled nanotubes15.
The vacuum barrier between the STM tip and the sample forms a
convenient junction for scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) as
it allows tunnel currents at large bias voltages. In STS, scanning and
feedback are switched off, and current I is recorded as a function of
the bias voltage V applied to the sample. The differential conductance (dI/dV) can then be considered to be proportional to the
density of states (DOS) of the tube examined. Before and after
taking STS measurements on a tube, reference measurements were
performed on the gold substrate. Only when the curves on gold were
approximately linear, and did not show kinks or steps, were data on
a tube recorded. I–V traces were only taken far from the ends of the
tube and when tubes were isolated from each other. On all the tubes
reported here, STS curves taken at different positions (typically over
,40 nm) showed consistent features.
Figure 2a shows a selection of I–V curves obtained by STS on
different tubes. Most curves show a low conductance at low bias,
followed by several kinks at larger bias voltages. From all the chiral
tubes that we have investigated, we can clearly distinguish two
categories: the one has a well defined gap value around 0.5–0.6 eV,
the other has significantly larger gap values of ,1.7–2.0 eV (see
Table 1 and Fig. 2b). The gap values of the first category coincide
very well with the expected gap values for semiconducting tubes. As
illustrated in Fig. 2c, which displays gap versus tube diameter, the
measurement agrees well with theoretical gap values obtained for an
overlap energy g0 ¼ 2:7 6 0:1 eV, which is close to the value
g0 ¼ 2:5 eV suggested for a single graphene sheet13,17,18. The very
large gaps that we observe for the second category of tubes, 1.7–
2.0 eV, are in good agreement with the values 1.6–1.9 eV that we
obtain from one-dimensional dispersion relations13 for a number of

metallic tubes (n 2 m ¼ 3l) of ,1.4 nm diameter. Metallic nanotubes are expected to have a small but finite DOS near the Fermi
energy (EF) and the apparent ‘gap’ is associated with DOS peaks at
the band edges of the next one-dimensional modes.
The gaps seen in Fig. 2 are not symmetrically positioned around
zero bias voltage. This shows that the tubes are doped by charge
transfer from the Au(111) substrate. The latter has a work function
of ,5.3 eV which is much higher than that of the nanotubes (which
presumably is similar to the 4.5-eV work function of graphite). This
shifts the Fermi energy towards the valence band of the tube. In the
semiconducting tubes, the Fermi energy seems to have shifted from
the centre of the gap to the valence band edge. In the metallic tubes it
is shifted by ,0.3 eV, which is much lower than half of the ‘gap’. This
provides experimental evidence that these tubes indeed have a finite
DOS within the ‘gap’, in contrast to the zero DOS for semiconducting tubes.
The chiral tubes thus seem to be either semiconducting or
metallic, with gap values as predicted. The data provide a striking
verification of the band-structure calculations of nanotube electronic properties. Our electronic spectra for armchair and zigzag tubes
are also consistent with the calculations, but the small number of
such tubes in our experiments prevent a more general statement.
For chiral metallic tubes, it has been suggested19 that a small
(,0.01 eV) gap will open up owing to the tube curvature. We did
not observe such a small gap at the centre of the large ‘gap’ of chiral
metallic tubes. This may be attributed to hybridization between
wavefunctions of the tube and the gold substrate20 which causes
smoothening of small-energy features.
Sharp Van Hove singularities in the DOS are predicted at the
onsets of the subsequent energy bands, reflecting the one-dimensional character of carbon nanotubes. The derivative spectra
indeed show a number of peak structures (Fig. 2b). The peaks we
observe differ in height depending on the configuration of the STM
tip. On semiconductors, (dI/dV)/(I/V) has been argued to give a
better representation of the DOS than the direct derivative dI/dV,
partly because the normalization accounts for the voltage dependence of the tunnel barrier at high bias21–24. In Fig. 3 we show (dI/
dV)/(I/V) on the ordinate. Sharp peaks are observed with a shape
that resembles that predicted for Van Hove singularities (see
right inset of Fig. 3): with increasing |V|, (dI/dV)/(I/V)

prises
jVj
steeply, followed by a slow decrease. The latter should be ~ 1
according to the theory for the DOS near a one-dimensional band
edge. The experimental peaks have a finite height and are broadened, which again can be attributed to hybridization of wave
functions.
Our results constitute, to the best of our knowledge, the first
experimental test of the vast amount of band-structure calculations
that have appeared in recent years. The central theoretical prediction, that chiral tubes are either semiconducting or metallic
depending on minor variations of wrapping angle or diameter,
M
has been verified.
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Figure 3 (dI/dV)/(I/V) which is a measure of the density of states versus V for
nanotube no. 9. The asymmetric peaks correspond to Van Hove singularities at
the onsets of one-dimensional energy bands of the carbon nanotube. The left
inset displays the raw dI/dV data. The right inset is the calculated density of states
(DOS) for a (16,0) tube, which displays a typical example of the peak-like DOS for a
semiconducting tube (a.u., arbitrary units). The experimental peaks have a finite
height and are broadened, which we attribute to hybridization between the
wavefunctions of the tube and the gold substrate. The overall shape of the
experimental peaks however still resembles that predicted by theory.
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Carbon nanotubes1 are predicted to be metallic or semiconducting depending on their diameter and the helicity of the arrangement of graphitic rings in their walls2–5. Scanning tunnelling
microscopy (STM) offers the potential to probe this prediction,
as it can resolve simultaneously both atomic structure and the
electronic density of states. Previous STM studies of multi-walled
nanotubes6–9 and single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs)10 have provided indications of differing structures and diameter-dependent
electronic properties, but have not revealed any explicit relationship between structure and electronic properties. Here we report
STM measurements of the atomic structure and electronic properties of SWNTs. We are able to resolve the hexagonal-ring
structure of the walls, and show that the electronic properties
do indeed depend on diameter and helicity. We find that the
SWNT samples exhibit many different structures, with no one
species dominating.
The diameter and helicity of a defect-free SWNT are uniquely
characterized by the vector ch ¼ na1 þ ma2 [ ðn; mÞ that connects
crystallographically equivalent sites on a two-dimensional graphene
sheet, where a1 and a2 are the graphene lattice vectors and n and m
are integers (Fig. 1). Electronic band structure calculations2–5
predict that the (n,m) indices determine the metallic or semiconducting behaviour of SWNTs. Zigzag (n,0) SWNTs should have two
distinct types of behaviour: the tubes will be metals when n/3 is an
integer, and otherwise semiconductors3–5. As ch rotates away from
62

(n,0), chiral (n,m) SWNTs are possible with electronic properties
similar to the zigzag tubes; that is, when ð2n þ mÞ=3 is an integer the
tubes are metallic, and otherwise semiconducting. The gaps of the
semiconducting (n,0) and (n,m) tubes should depend inversely on
diameter. Finally, when ch rotates 308 relative to (n,0), n ¼ m. The
(n,n) or armchair tubes are expected to be truly metallic with band
crossings at k ¼ 6 2=3 of the one-dimensional Brilluoin zone. It
has been suggested that SWNT samples produced by laser
vaporization11 and arc12 methods consist predominantly of (10,10)
metallic armchair tubes.
We have carried out STM measurements in ultra-high vacuum at
77 K on purified SWNT samples produced by laser vaporization11.
Typical atomically resolved images of a SWNT on the surface of a
rope, which consists of parallel tubes11, and isolated SWNTs on a
Au(111) substrate are shown in Fig. 2a and b, respectively. Figure 2a
shows the expected honeycombe lattice for a SWNT with a C–C
spacing of 0:14 6 0:02 nm. The chiral angle is readily determined by
identifying the zigzag tube axis direction (the line connecting sites
separated by 0.426 nm) relative to the sample tube axis. This shows
quite clearly that the tube is chiral with an axis orientated at an angle
of 2 8:0 6 0:58 relative to that for a zigzag nanotube. As the tube
axis is perpendicular to ch, this corresponds to the angle between ch
and (n,0) in Fig. 1. From this angle and the measured diameter of
1:0 6 0:05 nm, we can assign (n,m) indices of either (11,2) or (12,2);
the angle/diameter for (11,2) and (12,2) are −8.28/0.95 nm and
−7.68/1.03 nm, respectively. We note that an (11,2) tube is expected
to be metallic, whereas a (12,2) tube should be semiconducting. The
helicity of the lower isolated SWNT in Fig. 2b was determined in a
similar manner, yielding a chiral angle of 2 11:0 6 0:58; the
diameter of this tube is 1:08 6 0:05 nm. These parameters match
closely the values expected for a (12,3) tube, 610.98/1.08 nm, and
reasonably exclude other choices of indices.
Central to the work reported here is our ability to characterize the
electronic properties of the atomically resolved nanotubes by
tunnelling spectroscopy. Specifically, current (I) versus voltage
(V) was measured at specific sites along the tubes and differentiated
to yield the normalized conductance, (V/I)dI/dV, which has been
shown13 to provide a good measure of the main features in the local
density of electronic states (LDOS) for metals and semiconductors.
The gradual increase in current in the I–V data (Fig. 2c, d) recorded
on the SWNTs imaged in Fig. 2a, b shows qualitatively that both
tubes are metallic. The LDOS determined from data sets recorded at
different locations along the tubes are very similar, demonstrating
the reproducibility of the measurements; furthermore, the LDOS
for both tubes are roughly constant between −600 and þ600 mV as
expected for a metal. Small variations in the LDOS with energy are
not significant and arise from noise in the data. These spectroscopy
results are similar to those obtained on the Au(111) substrate except
that the surface state 450 meV below the Fermi level14 is also
observed on the latter.

a1
(n, 0)

a2
Ch

(n, n)

Figure 1 Schematic of a two-dimensional graphene sheet illustrating lattice
vectors a1 and a2, and the roll-up vector ch ¼ na1 þ ma2. The limiting cases of (n,0)
zigzag and (n,n) armchair tubes are indicated with dashed lines. As represented
here, the angle between the zigzag configuration and ch is negative.
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